
TOP TRAIL PICKS

Category Trail Name Area / Getting ThereDescription 

Steeper Glades

Light & Fluffy

Steep

Chutes

Starting Out
Wide open, groomed; not too crowded and
excellent for working on the basics

Access from the Sunnyside or Albion
Lifts, it weaves between the two
chairs

Learning
Experience loosely spaced trees in the midst
of a gentle, wide slope

Take Crooked Mile and look out on
your skier's right about one-third of
the way down

Patsey
Marley

Perfectly spaced glades on steep, but
workable terrain; the slow lift keeps crowds
out, leaving lots of soft stuff

A powder paradise, wide open bowl with
ample opportunities to make fresh tracks

Visible from town, this legendary run has a
45-degree pitch and drops 1,000 vertical
feet; its narrow so make sure your jump
turns are sharp

Series of gullies from the top of Baldy Peak;
Main Chute (44-degree pitch) is the most
accessible and opens into Ballroom

Bumps
(Learning)

Gentle, shorter slope with workable bumps,
perfect for learning while weaving in and
out

Saddle Traverse
Exit Collins to the right to Mambo
and lookout right for Saddle Traverse

Fresh
Powder

Authentic bowl but you don't need to be an
Expert; its well worth it, steepens moving
further right

Exit Collins to the right and follow
the traverse to a line you like

Ballroom

Exit Wildcat to the right and traverse
along the ridgeline; proceed past
Punch Bowl, look for signs or drop in
when you see a pleasing line

Wildcat Area
Westward Ho
Wildcat Bowl

Exit Collins to the left, follow High
Race Course and look out on your
skier's right

Yellow Trail

From the top of Collins, follow High
Traverse as far as you can, past
West Rustler and Greely Bowl

Alf's High Rustler

Exit Sugarloaf to the right towards
East Baldy; this is a strenuous ~25-
45 minute hike, worth it for Experts
when conditions are right (often
closed)

Baldy Chutes

Burner
Spans the peak to the base of Supreme;
often groomed but bumps and trees will
keep you on your toes

Exit Supreme to the right to Upper
Big Dipper and lookout left for Rock
N Roll

Rock N Roll

Scenic
Cruiser

Generally groomed, Upper/Big Dipper is
long, yet wide and gentle with views of
Devil's Castle the whole way

Exit Supreme to the right for Upper
Big Dipper and connect to Big
Dipper

Big Dipper

Showing Off
Steep; When groomed show everyone how
fast you are; in powder, look sharp in the
bumps

Extrovert
Directly underneath the Sugarloaf
Lift; take a look on the way up to
prepare

Powdery
Glades

A fluffy playground with soft snow, good
variety of terrain and endless gladed runs to
explore

Exit Supreme to the left, requires a 4-
5 minute walk, continue past
Supreme Bowl, traverse further for
softer snow

Catherine's
Area

Crooked
Mile 


